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Whether it's exhilarating historical romance or spine-tingling contemporary suspense, #1 New York

Times bestselling author Julie Garwood weaves magnificent stories of passion, adventure, and

intrigue. Now she raises the heat and spices up the action with a sexy, smart, daring new heroine

and a smoldering thriller that's classic Garwoodâ€”and pure Sizzle.Lyra Prescott, a Los Angeles film

student, is closing in on graduation and facing important decisions about her future. She's already

been offered a job at her hometown TV station, an opportunity that could ultimately launch her

dream career as a film editor. But heading back home would also mean dealing with her

overprotective brothers, social-climbing mother, and eccentric grandmother. Unsure of her future,

Lyra dives into work on her final school assignment: a documentary transformed by a twist of fate

into a real-life horror film. After she unwittingly captures a shocking crime on camera, a rash of

mysterious, treacherous incidents convince Lyra that she's trapped in a sinister scenario headed for

a violent ending. Running scared, she turns to her best friend, Sidney Buchanan, whose

connections bring dauntless and devilishly handsome FBI agent Sam Kincaid into Lyra's life. As the

noose of deadly intrigue tightens and the feelings between them deepen, Lyra and Sam must place

their faith in each other's handsâ€”and stand together against the malevolent forces about to break

loose.Â No one mixes life-and-death suspense with feverish desire better than Julie Garwood. In

Sizzle she burns hotter and brighter than ever, keeping the action and passion blazing till the

incredible, unforgettable end.Â From the Hardcover edition.
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Lyra Prescott is a documentary film student, who when stopping at a yard sale where the angry wife

of a very rich man is giving everything away for free, picks up something she's not even aware she

has. And someone else needs it and will stop at nothing to obtain it.When Sidney Buchanan, her

best friend and roommate gets hurt during a break-in, Sidney gets her FBI brother, Alec, to help out

by sending agents to guard the two women while the police investigate.Lyra and FBI Agent Sam

Kincaid (descendent of the Kincaids from "The Bride"), are immediately attracted, but both believe

there's no possible future for them and try to deny their feelings.With a number of attempts on her

life, the culprit and reason behind it isn't as obvious as it seems. We also follow the humorous antics

of an inept hitman.This book had the feel of the same old thing as this author has used the same

formula for all of her books in this series. The main characters are so gorgeous that many other

characters are attracted to them, and at least one of the characters is always sure that a relationship

wouldn't be possible. On the plus side, we also get to see thoughts and actions through the eyes of

the bad guy as well as the main characters.The humor is good and the antics of Lyra's parents is

interesting. It would be difficult not to like her grandmother Gigi. One of the things I've come to enjoy

about this series is the number of ancestry tie-ins to her earlier historical books, now from at least 3

prior series/settings. The book is definitely a good read, but I hope the author will consider altering

the formula in her next release.

Julie Garwood has always been an instant buy for me, in fact I didn't even read the plot synopsis

before I bought this book. When will I learn? Julie has lost some of her sizzle and she needs to get it

back before I shell out another twenty dollars for one of her hardcover duds.Lyra Prescott and Sam

Kincaid meet when a mutual friend of theirs (Alec Buchanan from "Murder List") asks Sam to guard

Lyra while she is being threatened by a group of thugs trying to find some information she has.

Unbeknownst to her Lyra stops at a rummage sale on her way to visit her grandmother and takes a

bunch of books and CDs that might have evidence of crimes committed. Sam must protect her while

trying to find out who is trying to kill her.Finishing this book in one sitting at first glance I thought the

book was okay but in retrospect it was lacking any originality. Lyra, who is said to not fall into bed

with anyone on a whim, falls into bed with Sam in a matter of days. Another reviewer said that

everyone is perfect looking in all of her books and I tend to agree, every character seems to be

either the most attractive woman to grace the planet or have the most chiseled body known to man

(okay I can't complain about that, who doesn't love a good pair of chiseled abs?) While both

characters were very likable I didn't feel like she spent enough time focused on them-there were so

many subplots and other characters' narratives that it got bogged down. There were a few subplots



that could have been left out of the book entirely and it wouldn't have made much of a difference to

the plot. I miss the Julie Garwood of old but at the end of the day her books have started to read on

one note. I will still read her books (because face it even a bad Julie Garwood book is better than

some authors) but next time I'm going to think twice before I purchase it full price.

Julie Garwood has been on my must read list for years, but her last four books have been a huge

disappointment. I had high hopes for Sizzle because Fire and Ice: A Novel was much better than

her last few books, but it failed to deliver.It was poorly written and predictable. The main characters

were two-dimensional, and the supporting cast was even worse. The villains were caricatures, and

the plot lacked focus and continuity. Instead of letting us experience the story as it developed,

Garwood spent half of the book having the characters tell us what happened "off-screen." This is a

writing short-cut that really hurt the quality of the book. I don't want a monologue where I'm told

what happens. I want to experience the story as it happens.I thought about giving the book two

stars because it was both entertaining and amusing, but I bumped it down to one because I know

Garwood is capable of writing a better book. She's a talented author; she's written several

well-rounded and interesting books in the past, and I keep hoping that her latest release will be the

book where she gets it back. Sizzle is not that book.If you've enjoyed her last few releases, you'll

probably enjoy this book. If you thought her last few releases were lackluster and disappointing, this

one won't be any different.

If I had never read any of Julie Garwood's books I would have really enjoyed Sizzle, however I've

read them all, so was very disappointed.Her last few contemporary romances, including Sizzle,

have the following plot:Beautiful, wealthy, modest young Woman somehow becomes involved in

something dangerous, the Buchanan's are called and they assign protection by someone in or close

to the family. Man protects woman, spending a few days together, they fall in love but Man doesn't

believe in love, there's a weak mystery somewhere, Man leaves when everyone but the Man thinks

the mystery has been solved, Man realizes a few days later that mystery is still open and arrives just

in time to save Woman from the real threat.The characters are also always very similar, just change

the names:Woman - rich, beautiful, young and doesn't think money or looks is important (of course

this may be because she's never been without money and has always been beautiful) - no defined

personalityMan - handsome, tough FBI/lawyer that carries a gun - no defined personality.This

template may be a time honored and proven success, but Ms. Garwood, please try something

different! With your talent you could do something much better.
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